In this the 60 th anniversary of the breaking of the sound barrier it seems appropriate to discuss the shattering of another barrier in the world of sound…the application of speech recognition and voice synthesis to complex simulations. The initial steps giving flight to speech recognition technology pre-date the sound barrier milestone, but only now is this challenging field truly coming of age.
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Military training by its very nature must normally be conducted in an artificial environment. It is generally considered bad form to invade your neighbours just for practice. Seriously though, accomplishing operational training within the constraints of real world activities imposes both compromise and an added dimension of risk. Consequently the value of simulation to an operational training program has become increasingly apparent over the past decade.
Adacel has long recognized that training value extends well beyond the features supplied by a particular simulator. An effective system must help the client to manage costly human and facility resources, generate increased training capacities and reduce time to qualification….all this while promoting competence in its graduates. It was with this in mind that Adacel embarked on the development of intelligent speech recognition applications for use in the simulation world.
The first efforts were directed at deploying speech recognition technology to air traffic control (ATC) simulation. It is important to understand that speech recognition systems are not all created equally. The intended use governs the complexity and accuracy required. Effective integration to the complex ATC world and the idiosyncrasies of the aviation language demand a far more robust system than the mere incorporation of a lexicon and a good off-the-shelf recognizer. The simulated players need to interact with their environment as they would in real life and commands must be interpreted within the context in which they are delivered. For example, there is considerable difference between the similarly worded commands "cross runway two four at intersection delta" given to a ground based aircraft and "cross intersection delta at flight level two four zero" given to an airborne aircraft.
Success was not easy. ATC appeared to be a good candidate because the environment and language seemed reasonably well structured. Nonetheless, significant obstacles were encountered when applying earlier speech processing models to the complex aviation arena. Primarily this occurred because much of the existing technology was aimed more towards dictation and transcribing usage rather than the dynamic real time nature of the ATC command and control environment.
This may well have crippled development had it not been for a significant event within the military community. In 2001, the United States Air Force implemented an ambitious plan to install new simulators at its ATC schoolhouse and all of its operational ATC units worldwide. The contract for more than ninety systems, ultimately awarded to Adacel, hinged on the ability to supply a simulator that would use speech recognition as the sole means of controller input. This provided the impetus to spearhead innovation not only within the field of speech recognition technology, but also in the development of intelligent behaviour systems that provide the crucial underpinning to realistic simulation.
The tremendous success enjoyed by this program propelled Adacel to the forefront of aviation speech recognition applications. Both ends of the mike are now covered with our capability to fully simulate an interactive ATC environment for flight simulators. The transition has also been made to the real-world by adapting our technologies to provide the Joint Strike Fighter Voice Activated Cockpit. There is pride in these accomplishments, but they are mentioned here merely as examples of the complexity to which the technology can already be applied.
Why all the fuss about speech recognition? Why not just stick with human role players. The answers are fairly straightforward…time and money. More and more agencies are realizing the compelling advantages offered both in terms of efficiency and cost savings.
At the top of the list, in sharp contrast to the annual expense of human role players, the speech application only needs to be purchased once. It can work 24 hours a day, seven days a week and it doesn't need holidays. This offers some clear advantages to scheduling and hours of operation. Complex simulations can involve a myriad of players, which can complicate the coordination of suitable play times and have a negative impact on normal activities. Properly implemented, speech recognition can automate selected supporting positions when required or be routinely turned off if a human player is injected for training. The advantages are enormous. A common system can then be used to realistically scale training sessions from a full group complement to an individual trainee. This promotes better management of resources and less simulator idle time, which equates to more training and a higher return on investment.
Speech applications are inherently reliant on their underlying behavioural models. While it is entirely possible to configure them for varying degrees of competency, unlike their human counterparts they do not have good and bad days and they do not have personality conflicts. When all is said and done, it is really the only way to provide repeatable, standardized simulation training and testing. Some may still question the value of speech recognition perhaps writing it off as the fad of the day. The reality is that it is advancing progressively onward. Massive improvements in the computer processors that house it permit faster search and more intricate manipulation of much larger grammar databases and governing rules. The end target within the industry remains true conversational speech. Much has been done within the last five years and each step towards that goal will open more frontiers in complex applications.
In the end, it all boils down to using speech recognition to make your simulator work for you instead of the other way around. It offers the opportunity to train better, train faster and train more cost effectively than previously possible.
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